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Hello, and a very warm welcome to Issue 2 
of Perform magazine – the new initiative  
which forms part of Cloudfm’s mission to change 
the rules of facilities management. Indeed,  
it’s our hope that the lessons we learn in  
tackling the numerous challenges of this  
industry can also drive improvement across  
the business community. 

Many of the challenges of productivity, culture and 
leadership that cause such issues in the facilities 
management industry are, in fact, experienced 
across a wide range of industries. 

That’s why this issue of Perform focuses  
on a challenge faced by all business leaders:  
making better decisions. 

In a climate of political and economic  
uncertainty, this is particularly pertinent,  
and we’ve been fortunate enough to bring 
together a truly stellar line up of thought  
leaders to contribute to this issue. 

Firstly, we were very pleased to welcome 
Baroness Eliza Manningham-Buller to the official 
launch of Perform. Director General of MI5 in the 
period immediately following 9/11, and now Chair 
of the Wellcome Trust, Manningham Buller was 
able to share insights from her time leading the 
Security Service, and how she stayed focused 
under the extreme pressure of the role. 

We were then lucky enough to visit the 
headquarters of the Aston Martin Red Bull Racing 
Formula One team, where we spoke with one 
of the sport’s most successful figures, Christian 
Horner. The youngest ever Team Principal to 
win the Constructor’s championship, Horner 
explains his methodologies for making the myriad 
decisions that add up to success in the frenetic 
two hours of a Formula One motor race. 

We also had the great privilege of speaking with 
Mandy Hickson, combat veteran and former 
fast jet pilot with the RAF, about what business 
leaders can learn from the Air Force about 
empowering team members to take the lead and 
fulfil important roles when required.

And we met up with former professional  
poker player Caspar Berry, to discuss what  
the game can tell us about decision-making in 
business, and how our instinctive reactions to risk 
are often misguided. 

Also in this issue, we hear from business 
neuroscientist Dr Lynda Shaw, Times  
Health writer Helena Pozniak, and Forbes  
finance commentator Sally Percy. In addition, 
we hear from Cloudfm’s own CEO Jeff Dewing, 
on creating an environment where teams can 
perform to at their best. We also hear from 
Cloudfm’s Chief Information Officer Steve  
Corbett on the impact that artificial intelligence will 
have on decision-making in business. 

As always, Perform remains free for business 
readers – we do not carry advertising and exist 
solely to bring together insight and perspectives 
that are not common in the average business 
publication, either online, or in print. 

We fully expect that Perform will continue to evolve 
in line with the expectations of its audience, and we 
welcome your views and feedback. You can reach 
us on editorial@perform.online, and we are always 
happy to receive suggestions on content for future 
issues, as well as for contributions. 

Over the next few months, we will also be  
building up Perform’s online presence,  
bringing an even wider range of content to life  
at www.perform.online. Be sure to check back 
frequently over the next few months. 
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CARE 
WITHOUT 
CARING
Jeff Dewing, Cloudfm CEO, examines 
how a radically different perspective 
on decision-making can help business 
leaders build higher-performing teams.  

I care… without caring. What does 
that mean? More importantly, what 
does that mean for me as a leader 
in business? And why do I believe 
it matters enough to write about 
in a magazine like this one? We 
often hear business leaders speak 
of ‘doing the right thing’, of ‘ethical 
behaviour’, or of ‘employee welfare’. 
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But the arguments for these  
ideas are generally used in relation 
to the material benefits to  
the organisation. 
 
That’s not wrong. There are obvious 
material benefits to happy employees; 
to engaged suppliers; to customers  
who feel they get a fair deal. 



Leaders must take responsibility 
for the commercial success of the 
organisation. That responsibility means 
there will often be situations where 
the interests of team members, clients 
and suppliers can be compromised 
in favour of the organisation – and its 
leaders. Holding back pay rises may 
boost margins; delaying payments 
can improve cashflow; adding admin 
fees can improve revenue; but these 
only offer a short-term boost. Decisions 
like this may offer a brief financial 
benefit – consequently flattering the 
leaders of the organisation — but both 
are outweighed by the longer-term 
adverse impact.    
 
And often what are perceived as  
long- and short-term timescales are  
one and the same. Corners are often 
cut in order to make a quarterly target. 
But it takes much less than a quarter  
for employees to become disgruntled; 
for suppliers to disengage; or for  
clients to start assessing the market.   
 
That’s why focusing on the material 
benefits of ethical decision-making is a 
flawed approach – it puts at risk both 
the ethics and the business benefit. 
 
Only when leaders do the right thing 
because it is the right thing, can 
those foundations of the business be 
protected. That requires a longer-term 
outlook, and a realisation that the 
organisation’s horizon sits beyond 
the tenure of any one leader.  
 
That is why I care without caring. 
I care about doing the right thing – 
and I do not care about the 

consequences for me personally. 
I know that acting with the best interests 
of my organisation’s stakeholders at 
heart will result in the best commercial 
outcomes for the business, and by 
extension for myself. And I know that 
this remains true even if it entails some 
perceived short-term sacrifice.  
 
So how does care without caring affect 
my decision-making? For me it starts 
with the team. I know that my team will 
not be able to perform at their best if 
they are not happy being at work. So 
my first consideration in all decision-
making is the impact on the team. 
I know that people are at their best 
when they control their own workload 
– that while clear goals are important, 
freedom in how they are achieved 
is what helps people feel secure in 
their ability to deliver. And while that 
means I put my reputation in the hands 
of my team, I know they feel that 
responsibility, they take it seriously, and 
it will spur them on to greater effort.   
 
So, in every decision, we look to make 
sure that our teams will feel safe and 
secure in their jobs; that they have 
the skills and competence to do their 
job; and that they feel supported at 
all times. In every decision we look to 
provide our teams with challenging, 
fulfilling work; to give them the 
opportunity to stretch themselves and 
achieve their potential; and to reward 
them appropriately for that effort.  
 
We expect effort from everyone but, 
wherever possible, we do not set 
numerical targets or targets that 
have the potential to create perverse 
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Only when leaders do the right 
thing because it is the right thing 
can those foundations of the 
business be protected.

“”



incentives. There is enough potential 
for stress in the workplace without 
creating pressure artificially. And while 
challenge is essential to get the best 
out of individuals, unrealistic challenges 
cause a toxic level of stress – which 
very quickly prevents high performance 
and causes disengagement.  
 
No one can do more than their best, 
and it is counter-productive to suggest 
otherwise. We expect that all our team 
members will do their best to improve 
every day, but we are realistic about 
what that means, and we recognise 
that the outcome will vary hugely for 
different individuals in different roles. 
We set expectations about the direction 
of travel – both for individuals and 
for the business as a whole – but we 
accept that the rate of improvement 
is not always predictable. We don’t 
sanction those who miss targets for 
legitimate reasons and we celebrate 
all improvement as a business – even 
if, on occasion, we are not quite as 
successful as we predict we might be. 
 
Of course, that assumes that there is 
no one on the team whose aim at work 
is to simply get by with the minimum 
effort. Some leaders use the principle 
of ‘inspire or fire’ – as in, if you can’t 
inspire someone to be their best self 
then you should get rid of them. But 
my experience is that the majority of 
workers want to be the best they can 
be at work – and organisations which 
encourage and facilitate such behaviour 
will naturally leave very little room for 
those with a different attitude. 
  
Avoiding undue pressure on team 

members not only facilitates a truly 
high-performing culture, it also limits 
the scope for individuals to behave 
questionably towards suppliers, clients 
or their peers. When teams are not 
under pressure to reach particular 
targets, there is no incentive for them to 
act at the expense of other stakeholders. 
 
Further, if team members feel that they 
are working in a safe environment, they 
are much less likely to transfer stress 
and tension to the business’s external 
stakeholders. Colleagues will naturally 
be in a more positive mindset, better 
able to engage effectively and build 
good relationships with those outside 
their organisation.  
 
Few would argue against the 
commercial benefits of engaged and 
happy employees. But it is my firm 
belief those commercial benefits can 
only be realised if they are not the  
first consideration in decision-making. 
The first consideration has to be the 
welfare and fulfilment of the team.  
 
That’s not always easy. Particularly  
for listed and leveraged companies,  
the pressure is to deliver for investors, 
not necessarily the other stakeholders.   
But my experience has been that when 
I care without caring – when I care  
for my stakeholders without caring 
about the consequences for me 
personally – then the results that 
investors care about will naturally 
follow. That approach takes courage, 
but it’s when leaders have the bravery 
to do things differently that exceptional 
results become achievable. 
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Avoiding undue 
pressure on team 
members not only 
facilitates a truly high-
performing culture, it 
also limits the scope for 
individuals to behave 
questionably towards 
suppliers, clients 
or their peers. 



Helping hands
Former MI5 Director General, Baroness Manningham-Buller, spoke at the 
official launch of Perform, on how leaders can build mutually supportive 
relationships with their teams, and how that helps team members and 
leaders alike deal with uncertain and challenging situations. 

Feature Chris Raymond   Photography Dan Tidswell 

T he intelligence services 
hold a particular 
fascination in British 
popular culture. No-one 
brought up on James 
Bond or Spooks can 
help but prick up their 
ears when MI5 or  

MI6 is mentioned in the news. 

Most of us realise that the fiction  
doesn’t reflect reality. And most of  
us understand that the threats of the  
real world are far more frightening than 
those of the screen. What few have  
any insight on is that the organisations 
that tackle them are also more 
interesting than their fictional depictions, 
if also a lot less glamorous. 

Combating such threats demands 
decision-making of a magnitude most 
of us will never be confronted with. 
Business decisions may sometimes  
feel challenging, but decisions on 
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questions of national security are on 
another level entirely. 

So, when we wanted to find a fresh 
perspective on decision-making, 
we sought out the views of Eliza 
Manningham-Buller, who was Director 
General of MI5 in the aftermath of 9/11, 
and one of the most transformative 
leaders the organisation has ever had. 

As you might expect, she’s a 
commanding presence in person – but 
it would be a disservice to call her a 
paragon of authority. She’s much more 
complex than that militaristic phrase 
implies. And that complexity befits 
someone who led men and women 
into situations more complicated, 
unpredictable and frightening than most 
will thankfully ever experience. 

At the official launch event for Perform, 
seeing her look out over the City skyline, 
one can only feel reverence towards 

someone for whom ‘national security’ 
was never an abstract concept, but the 
objective of every working day. 

Compared to briefing the Cabinet and 
the Chiefs of Staff, a group of FTSE 
business leaders is something of an 
easier crowd – but all the authority is 
right in place when she takes the stage. 

Eliza Manningham-Buller enjoyed  
a genuinely stellar career, so one of her 
most surprising themes is the necessity 
of accepting, indeed, even embracing 
self-doubt. And that only begins to make 
sense when you reflect on the true 
nature of the work she did and led. 

In a world where predicting  
and influencing human  
behaviour is key to success,  
empathy, nuance and  
understanding are everything. 
And so is listening to and  
evaluating many points of view.

Manningham

-Buller
BIO

The Rt Hon the Baroness Eliza 
Manningham-Buller joined MI5 in 1974, 
and was Director General between 2002 
and 2007. As Head of the Security Service, 
Baroness Manningham-Buller dealt with 
the wake of 9/11 and a growing threat from 
Al-Qaeda. She doubled the size of MI5 and 
transformed many aspects of the service’s 
operation. She is currently Chair of the 
Wellcome Trust, the UK’s largest provider 
of non-governmental funding for scientific 
research, and one of the largest such 
organisations in the world.
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Near enough the first thing she  
says about her career is that she 
never set out to lead MI5, and that’s 
unexpected enough for someone who 
comes across as born to do that job. 
But, listening to Eliza Manningham-
Buller talk through her experience of 
decision-making, it’s clear that the 
ability to question herself was never a 
weakness, but in fact a great strength.

She’s emphatic in puncturing the myth 
of the ‘infallible leader’, and highlights 
the importance of expert support, for 
leaders making decisions in any sort 
of organisation. She’s much keener to 
highlight the exceptional nature of the 
team she had around her, than she is to 
dwell on her own pivotal role. 
However, when it comes to making 
decisions, in business and in 
government, accountability eventually 

falls to the individual at the top. So how 
did she deal with that responsibility as 
she steered radical change in a crucial 
organisation? And what can we learn 
from that in the world of business? 

Her answer is that the strong leader must 
always seek the support of those around 
them – that leadership is only ever lonely 
if the leader lets it be that way. 

And the confidence that led her to benefit 
so much from the input of her team, 
also allowed her to seek advice from 
fields outside of the security services. 
But, of course, not all that advice was 
useful. She’s open about what she 
took on board, and also about what 
she did not. Memorably, she tells how 
she rejected the common principle that 
times of severe pressure are not right for 
wholesale or dramatic change. Her view 

is – and her experience confirms – that 
it is the best time for change, because 
that’s when a team is most able to 
recognise the need for change. 

It’s a counter-intuitive viewpoint, but 
an inspiring one, and very relevant to 
business and facilities management 
in an era where disruption and 
transformation are both necessary  
and unavoidable. 

Baroness Manningham-Buller leaves 
with the same assuredness with which 
she arrived, and there’s a palpable sense 
of awe in the room. That’s a hard thing 
to create in a group of otherwise hard-
to-impress business leaders, and it’s a 
testament to the instinctive respect we 
have for those who keep us safe from 
threats known and unknown – and to what 
we can learn from those who do that job. 

No-one knows if they 
will be successful 
when they set out to 
achieve something. 
But there’s only one 
way to find out.

“”



BRAINS, 
BIASES AND 
BUSINESS 
DECISIONS
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Have you ever counted 
how many decisions 
you make in a day? 
If you try it, you’ll 
find there are more 
than you might think 
— because you are 
unaware of making 
many of them, you 

just do it automatically. From simple 
things like when to eat or what to write 
in an email, to harder decisions, some of 
which your reputation may depend upon. 
In truth, we make endless decisions all 
the time and a lot of them are based on 
minimal information. 

Initially this might seem absurd, but think 
about it carefully. For instance, imagine 
you are choosing a supplier. You have 
six proposals on your desk, all of which 
vary in detail, clarity and pricing. You 
haven’t got time to go through them 
all thoroughly, so you shortlist three 
to investigate further. This means you 
have decided to dismiss the other three 
proposals based on a relatively small 
amount of information.

We make this sort of ‘good enough’ 
decision all the time for speed and, 
hopefully, efficiency. Our cognitive 
system is not perfect for the very reason 
that we have to make mental shortcuts to 
cope with the sheer number of decisions 
we make every day. These mental 
shortcuts are called ‘heuristics’; decisions 
which are based on some information 
whilst ignoring the rest – and as a result 
they lead to cognitive bias.

We all need heuristics for sanity’s sake, 
and we all have cognitive bias that 
bubbles away below our conscious 
awareness. It’s normal. However, 
cognitive bias nudges us into quick 
decisions, and we can make mistakes. 
They can lead to prejudice, exclusion 
and missing great opportunities. So 
what can we do about it? Becoming 
aware of heuristics and allowing simple 
methods to counterbalance bias will  
help us make better decisions. 

Dr Lynda Shaw is a cognitive neuroscientist with a business 
psychology specialism, and an entrepreneurial background, 
which informs her work as a leadership consultant and 
keynote speaker for well-known brands including Lloyds 
Bank, Standard Life, e.on and Royal Mail. She also writes for 
Forbes, and has published a book on the psychology behind 
business success entitled Your Brain is Boss.

BIOYou can always trust your own 
mind, right? Apparently not, it 
would seem. Dr Lynda Shaw 
explains how our decision-making 
can be affected by a number of 
cognitive biases, and offers insight 
into how heightened awareness of 
these natural tendencies can 
help us to make better choices.



that person 
had the most 
relevant degree’. 
However, all the 
candidates had 
relevant degrees. What 
the recruiters unwittingly 
did was that once they had made 
up their mind, they then looked for 
information confirming their decision 
while ignoring other information (i.e. 
their chosen person had the necessary 
qualifications, ignoring the fact that the 
others also were just as qualified). 

When we decide or make a judgement 
about someone, we subconsciously 
look for evidence to support that and 
can miss vital clues. This can be costly.

To help overcome this, it’s a good 
idea to put processes in place to be 
more objective and to also have an 
understanding amongst the interview 
panel that this is something to be  aware 
of and to question one another without 
causing offence. And of course, this isn’t 
just about recruitment, it also applies 
equally to any important decisions.

Sunflower effect 
An example of another form of bias, 
the sunflower effect, could be when 
we (and other colleagues) agree with 
our boss’s suggestions and follow their 
ideas without challenge. What do you 
think this does for the boss? 

If you are a senior person, how many 
people around you seem to agree with 
your opinions too readily? How often 
do you hear ‘great idea’ or ‘yes I agree’ 
(when they don’t), or ‘brilliant, I couldn’t 
have put it better myself’?

Sycophants are dangerous to an 
organisation and toxic for the boss. 
It is natural that if we constantly hear 
how wonderful we are, we may become 
excessive in self-confidence, see 
ourselves as superior, and even develop 
contempt for others leading to a 
hubristic path. The worst-case scenario 
is that we become incompetent due to 
arrogance and self-delusion.

Power can obviously be rewarding. It 
activates the neurochemical dopamine 
which is part of the reward circuit in 
the brain. It makes us feel great and 
the more we are rewarded the more 
dopamine is stimulated. More power 
= more dopamine = more power. The 
feedback loop can be addictive to the 
point where the need for yet another 
shot of dopamine may drive a big 
divergence from reality.

Power isn’t all bad. When controlled, 
power can fuel an appetite for risk, we 
become visionary, passionate, dynamic 
and we can even better handle stress. 

And when we have a team of people to 
work with who have equal respect and 
contribution without fear of challenging 
– in fact, challenge is encouraged as 
a means of flushing out any problems 
with ideas – then you have a strong 
foundation for growth, both individually 
and as an organisation.

If you suspect the sunflower effect  
in your working environment, perhaps  
a meeting to discuss this openly  
without accusation, will negate the 
possible outcomes of this bias. 

Confirmation bias
First, let’s consider one of the best 
known – confirmation bias. 

Recently, I was involved in an 
experiment that was televised on 
Channel 5. We were looking at the effect 
that cognitive bias had on recruiters, 
including confirmation bias. 

Two groups of recruiters, consisting 
of both men and women, came into 
the studio. Group A looked at a set 
of CVs that had neither the name nor 
photograph of the candidate, thus 
hiding their gender. They then looked 
at a second set of CVs that did have 
the name and photograph of each 
candidate, so it was obvious whether 
they were male or female. Group B 
did the same experiment, but we 
counterbalanced the order of the  
CVs, so the first set was viewed  
second and vice versa.

The recruiters’ brief was to choose 
a candidate from each set for a first 
interview for an IT manager’s job in an 
engineering firm. Stereotypically, this kind 
of job has often been filled by a man.

What the recruiters didn’t know was 
that in the CVs there were some 
gender identity clues. Words such as 
‘nurturing’, ‘team player’, ‘caring’ are 
traditionally are associated with women. 
Whilst words such as ‘ambitious’, 
‘determined’ and ‘progressive’ 
traditionally correlate with a more male 
way of speaking.

The results were outstandingly biased. 
Most of the people put forward for the 
job were male. When the results were 
revealed to the recruiters, they were 
aghast, even affronted, because they 
were all well aware of bias and prided 
themselves on being non-biased. But 
the results showed that the language 
used in the CVs indicated whether the 
candidates were male or female and 
an IT manager in an engineering firm is 
traditionally thought to be a male role.

Not only did the recruiters show 
cognitive bias but, when challenged 
and asked why they chose a particular 
person, they tried to justify their 
decision by saying things like ‘well, 

Power can obviously be rewarding. 
It activates the neurochemical 
dopamine which is part of the 
reward circuit in the brain.

“”
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Affinity bias 
I was speaking with a group of board 
directors recently. They were all 
technical people and looking to hire 
another senior person to join them. The 
shortlist was impressive, but one stood 
out more than the others. This person 
had fantastic technical ability.

As technical people, they warmed to 
him immediately and it didn’t occur to 
them to look more broadly for other 
necessary skills. Had they done so, they 
would have found very little evidence of 
strong interpersonal skills also required 
to succeed in the job role.

The affinity they felt with the candidate 
discouraged them from looking for 
anything more than was apparent and 
attractive to them.

They hired this person and soon after 
realised they had made a mistake. He 
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found it very hard to communicate up 
line, down line or across. He could not 
explain himself very well, nor discuss 
how to deal with issues or how to fix a 
problem. His inability to work as a team 
player became harmful. In fact, even 
when this was pointed out to him, he 
was arrogant enough to think he didn’t 
have to improve in this area. 

After a relatively short period in the job, 
the individual left the company but by 
then had had a disruptive effect on the 
business and the management team 
dynamics, while the organisation again 
had this important role vacant and had 
to go back to square one and start the 
hiring process once more.

It is normal for us to feel comfortable 
with people with whom we have an 
affinity, and who has attributes we 
admire and relate to. But when it 
comes to important decisions, it is 

wise to be aware of this bias and look 
beyond by digging a little deeper. Had 
this particular board looked at other 
necessary skills for the job, they would 
have chosen someone with greater 
communication skills so that the team 
worked better as a well-oiled machine 
rather than clunking along, sidetracked 
and preoccupied with conflict.

Again, awareness is key.

Framing effect 
Let’s say you are in financial services 
and there is a new pension plan 
opportunity available. Do you say to 
your clients:
a) Have you seen this pension plan?  
There is only a 20% chance you will 
make a loss. 
Or 
b) Have you seen this pension plan? 
There is an 80% chance you will  
make a profit.

Research shows that when a product or 
service is framed in a positive light, we 
are more likely to buy. People often make 
a decision based on how the situation or 
product is presented. The words we use 
have a huge influence on our decisions. 

In another example, imagine you 
are presenting a solution to your 
colleagues. You may say:
a) If we go with idea X we will recruit 
two more people.
Or
b) If we go with idea X we will have to 
recruit two more people.

The positive language in option a will be 
more persuasive. However, if you are on  
the receiving end of such choices, it 
is wise to look beyond semantics and 
realise that either version is the same, 
so you need to be more objective in 
analysing all available information 
before making a decision.

Over-confidence bias
Finally, let us look at over-confidence 
bias. As a manager it is sometimes  
hard to encourage your staff, while  
at the same time remaining realistic. 
There is a fine line between  
supporting people and helping  
them grow in confidence, yet assisting 
them to realise that they also  
need to learn and grow.

If, however, someone is over-confident 
and assumes they are either better  
than they are or they over-estimate  
their ability, there is a risk of them 
making mistakes. For instance, if one 
of your sales people forecasts a strong 
finish to quarter one, but it’s based on 
over-confidence, as the final month 
comes to a close and they can see  
that they have over-estimated their 
ability, they may be more likely to 
become unethical or take greater  
risks with the customers.

Over-confidence bias is something  
that needs proper self-reflection  
and tight managing to examine  
and analyse available  
opportunities realistically. 

These are just a few of the cognitive 
biases that can affect our perceptions 
and therefore our decision-making 
processes, but they’re some of the  
most common ones that we come 
across in the corporate world. Tackling 
these five in particular can therefore 
significantly improve the smooth-
running of a business – any business – 
and they can all be combatted  
with the same basic principles:  
open-mindedness, honesty and 
conscious awareness. 

The affinity they felt with the 
candidate discouraged them 
from looking for anything 
more than was apparent 
and attractive to them.

“”
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Hor ner
Life in the fast lane
We speak with Christian Horner, Team Principal of 
the multiple-championship-winning Aston Martin Red 
Bull Racing Formula One team, about how he makes 
decisions in the heat of a race – and how he empowers 
his team of 800 to make the myriad of decisions that 
lead to success at the end of those two short hours.
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Team Principal of the 
Aston Martin Red Bull 
Racing Formula One 
Team, Christian Horner 
was the youngest man 
ever to lead a team to 
championship success 
in motor racing’s top 
flight. A former driver and 
team principal in F3000, 
between 2010 and 2013, 
he guided Aston Martin 
Red Bull Racing to a 
remarkable four Drivers’ 
and Constructors’ 
championships, and the 
team continues to be 
one of the sport’s most 
successful to this day.
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Motor racing is a 
sport freighted 
with legends of 
the past; stories 
of bravery, skill, 
and engineering 
brilliance. And 
more, perhaps, 
than in any 

other sporting context, these stories are 
associated with brands. More than any 
other sport, motor racing is a competition 
between companies. And because of 
that, there is a great deal that leaders in 
business can learn from it.  
 
Historically, the brands behind the racing 
teams have been car manufacturers. 
But one of the most successful teams of 
the modern era has been one under the 
banner of an energy drink manufacturer. 
The current (and recent) association 
with Aston Martin notwithstanding, Red 
Bull Racing is one of the top names in 
Formula One, and for several years was 
the dominant force in the sport. Never out 
of the top four since 2009, the team won a 
remarkable four Constructors’ and Drivers’ 
Championships between 2010 and 2013.  
 



On a particularly dismal winter’s 
afternoon, the three-storey Red 
Bull logo on the side of the team’s 
Buckinghamshire headquarters leaves 
the importance of the brand in no doubt. 
The active involvement of an FMCG 
brand in the operation of a leading sports 
team is almost without precedence. 
 
And the man behind that success is 
equally remarkable. In 2005, at the age of 
31, Christian Horner became the youngest 
team principal in the sport. He was also the 
youngest man to head a championship-
winning Formula One team, and remains 
in charge 13 highly successful years later. 
Standing in front of the towering trophy 
cabinet in Milton Keynes, he is relaxed 
and charming – relaxed particularly, and 
that might be surprising for some whose 
impression of Formula One is of a sport 
driven by data, calculation and incremental 
decision-making.  
 
But the data-driven side of the sport is 
only one aspect of performance. And, as 
becomes clear, the charm and laid-back 
demeanour is as much a part of Horner’s 
and the team’s success as the undoubted 
facility and discipline in the use of data. 
  
“Data helps you be informed, but it  
can’t answer the question for you… 
decisions driven by data alone aren’t 
always right,” he explains across the 
table in his spacious – but far from 
ostentatious – office.  
 
“There are some things that data 
can’t tell you,” he continues. “For 
example, data can’t tell you what the 
competition is doing. In that respect, 
you rely on a combination of instinct and 
experience.” That’s a valuable lesson for 
business, where even the best industry 
intelligence can only ever tell you what 
your competition has done, and not what 
they are doing in real time.  
 
It’s not just in design, either, where this 
decision-making plays out. Uninformed 
comments on F1 often make it seem 
as if all the effort goes on the design of 
the car, and that the actual race is just 
a test of mechanical excellence. But 
Horner talks lucidly of the high-pressure 
environment of the race itself, and the 
pressurised decisions that must be made 
during those frenetic two hours. And he’s 

unequivocal on the importance of those 
decisions. “You win or lose a Grand Prix 
on fast decision-making,” he says without 
hesitation. But, interestingly, the speed 
and pressure of a race doesn’t preclude 
some quite in-depth consideration. “It’s 
really important to challenge the data,” 
says Horner. “You have to present and 
interrogate some what-if scenarios.”   
 
The mental focus required to do that is 
awe-inspiring. And for business leaders 
who experience challenges with staying 
focused under pressure, Horner’s 
methods for building and maintaining that 
focus are instructive. Even to hear him 
describe his mindset is quite revealing. 
“On race day, it’s like I’m in a cocoon – 
I’m completely immersed in it.”  
 
And, while Horner doesn’t describe it 
as such, his process for getting himself 
into that state of mind is very akin to 
the practices of mindfulness used by 
some athletes to prepare themselves 
for competition and, indeed, by some 
business people to help them cope with 
high-stress scenarios. “It depends on 
consistency in the build-up,” he explains. 
“I’ve got a set of rituals, of superstitions 
almost, which I go through to help me 
focus on the task at hand.” 
 
Horner’s rituals might not be particularly 
complex – for example, shaking hands 
with each driver, approaching their cars 
from the left – but they are a powerful 
illustration of how some very simple 
actions can represent a small step 
towards a higher level of performance. 
For business leaders called upon 
to make decisions in high-pressure 
situations, that’s enlightening – but also 
reassuring, in the sense that such high 
performance can be underpinned by 
something as basic as simple routine.  
 
But the decisions made during a race 
are, of course, only one aspect of 
success. For every race of two hours’ 
duration, there are days of preparation 
leading up to that, and weeks of 
testing and development ahead of the 
season. And the team involved in that is 
surprisingly extensive, with 800 people 
working in Milton Keynes and elsewhere.  
 
The sheer size of that team is testament 
to the importance of decisions made 

Data helps you be 
informed, but it can’t 
answer the question 
for you... decisions 
driven by data alone 
aren’t always right.

“”
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collectively, as well as by Horner himself. 
His ability to empower others to make 
effective decisions is as important as 
his own personal decision-making 
capability. And again, Horner’s approach 
to that may surprise some whose view 
of Formula One racing is of technology 
designed only through rigour, analysis 
and incremental change.  
 
Despite the highly technical, structured 
nature of the work, Horner speaks  
more like the very best of Silicon  
Valley leaders, than he does an  
old-school engineer, or a conventional 
sports team manager.  
 
In fact, there’s more than an echo 
of Steve Jobs in his approach to 
managing the decision-making of highly 
skilled staff: “don’t hire smart people 
and tell them what they should be 
doing,” he says emphatically. “You have 
to give them the space to succeed.” 
 
“Creativity and ingenuity are vital in 
this business,” he goes on. “I believe in 
creating a team you can trust, having 
the right people around you, and 
empowering them to be successful.” 
 
“It’s about providing the right 
environment,” he continues, in a 
comment of particular relevance to 
facilities management professionals 
and others used to struggling in toxic 
circumstances. “You need to make 
sure people have the right resources, 
and the right targets, but also you must 
create the right atmosphere.” And that’s 
not all. “The right environment is a fun 
environment. F1 is a competition, and 
competition should be fun.” 
 
With each race carrying the weight 
of millions of pounds, and the 
expectations of millions of spectators, 
you might think that the fun would 
sometimes be hard to maintain. But 
Horner has some very clear views 
indeed on the importance of workplace 
culture, and the role of pressure in 
achieving high performance.  
 
“For anyone who cares about their 
role, the biggest pressure comes from 
themselves,” he says unequivocally. 
“Leaders are just there to create the 
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Equally, however, he’s outspoken  
in the value of confidence. “You have 
to be assured in your decision-making,” 
is his advice. “You need to have 
confidence in your instincts, and in  
the choices you make. Self-belief and 
inner confidence is vital and, if you 
have that confidence, then self-doubt  
is always diminished.” 
 
That’s easy to say, perhaps,  
when you’re arguably the most 
successful person in your field.  
But it’s a useful lesson for anyone in 
business who has ever been struck by 
self-doubt when called upon to make 
complex or demanding decisions –  
that even the best decisions will only  
drive success if they are backed  
up by the confidence to pursue  
them to their conclusion.  
 
It’s certainly the case for Horner.  
Even just a week after the end of the 
racing season, he has a full schedule – 
in fact, it’s not even a quiet time of the 
year for him. A warm handshake in  
front of that epic trophy cabinet and 
he’s back to his desk, chasing more 
wins to add to the collection.  
 
 
 
 

But how does Horner deal with the 
pressure himself? In 13 years he’s  
seen many highs and some lows 
at Red Bull Racing, as well as 
considerable changes in the sport  
itself, but he remains as passionate  
and enthusiastic about his organisation 
as you’d expect from someone  
who’d been there six months.  
 
As well as being so admirably relaxed 
about the mistakes of others, he’s 
equally sanguine about the potential for 
mistakes in his own work – as well as 
the occasional doubt that comes with 
it. And he has strong words for those 
that profess themselves free of doubt. 
“If anyone ever says that they’ve never 
doubted themselves, then they’re almost 
certainly not being honest with you, or 
not being honest with themselves.”  
 
Horner is quick to acknowledge the 
potential for doubt in his own work – even 
to turn it to his advantage. “Some self-
questioning is a good thing,” he asserts. 
“You should always examine the reasons 
behind why you’ve made decisions, 
because that allows you to reaffirm the 
decision-making process itself.” 

Hor ner
environment to support them, and that 
environment must say that it’s ok to get it 
wrong every so often – it might be painful, 
but you share that pain as a team, you 
learn, and then you move on. So long 
as everyone has the right attitude, then 
it’s ok to get things wrong, you just move 
forward, and improve as a collective.” 
 
“You need to have a no-fear culture,” he 
continues, and it’s clear that this is one 
of his most important principles. “That’s 
when people can have confidence in 
their decision-making… when they’re 
not afraid to speak out, and there are 
no repercussions for getting things 
wrong.” Again, that’s hugely relevant 
for anyone who’s worked in a business 
environment driven by targets, censure 
and threat of sanction – and found such 
policies to be ineffective in driving 
high performance.  
 
And Horner makes his support for his 
team very clear to them. “An open-door 
policy,” is how he describes it. “I might not 
always have an answer, but what I can 
do is provide a sense of perspective. As a 
leader, my role is to encourage people to 
get the best from themselves.” 

You need to have a 
no-fear culture. That’s when 
people can have confidence 
in their decision-making... 
when they’re not afraid to 
speak out, and there are no 
repercussions for getting 
things wrong.

“”
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Billed in a number of press 
reviews as one of the best 
portable speakers money 
can buy, the Beolit 17 boasts 
Bang & Olufsen’s signature 
slick lines and superior 
sound quality.

With aesthetics by award-
winning Danish designer 
Cecilie Manz, featuring an anodized aluminium grille, full-grain 
leather handle and durable polymer body, this powerful speaker 
delivers 240 watts of peak power, and disperses sound a full 
360 degrees. Finely tuned to ensure the highest possible level 
of sound quality, this model will enable you to hear your music in 
the way the artists intended it – clean, pure and authentic – for 
up to 24 hours per full charge.  

Bluetooth connectivity makes the Beolit 17 perfectly portable, 
from room to room, house to house, or even outside, while the 
B&O App enables personalisation including ToneTouch (for a 
custom sound profile), and all-in-one access to your digital music 
collection and streaming services.

To be in with a chance of winning, simply visit our website at 
www.perform.online/magazine and fill in the feedback form, 
telling us which business figure, sportsperson or industry expert 
you’d like to see featured in Perform magazine.

For full terms and conditions relating to this competition, 
please visit www.perform.online/xxxxxx.

Perform talks to Sir 
Clive Woodward in 
Issue 1 of Perform

W
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Tell us who you’d like to see interviewed in the next 
issue of Perform, and be in with a chance of winning 
this strikingly designed, beautifully engineered portable 
speaker from Bang & Olufsen, worth £449

Win a Bang & Olufsen 
wireless speaker



Stress less, 
achieve more

It’s common sense that stressed-out people 
find it more difficult to get things right,  

but how can we combat this familiar 
obstacle to good decision-making? 

Helena Pozniak investigates exactly 
how stress impacts on judgement, 

and how its effects can be 
mitigated to better support 

business success. 
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In his bestselling book Black Box 
Thinking, author Matthew Syed writes 
about a US surgeon conducting 
a hernia operation. More than an 
hour into the operation, the patient’s 
blood pressure plummeted and 
she began wheezing. Suspecting a 
potential latex allergy, the anaesthetist 
suggested the surgeon change his 

gloves. He refused. Only when the 
anaesthetist instructed a nurse to contact 
management to overrule the surgeon 
did he relent and change his gloves. If 
he hadn’t, says Syed, the patient would 
almost certainly have died. 

It’s fair to assume the surgeon was 
under pressure. Doctors are expected 
to be infallible and can’t be seen to slip 
up. But stress can play tricks on the 
mind and cloud judgement – sometimes 
imposing tunnel vision, a blinkered 
approach fuelled by the need to survive. 

“Think of it like the person in the dark 
who’s looking for her keys,” says 
Professor Celine Legrand at Audencia 
Business School in France, who’s 
researched decision-making among 
management teams and has been 
coaching on stress management. “The 
only place she looks is under a street 
light – even though they’re out there in 
the dark beyond. But under stress, your 
brain can play tricks on you.” 

What is stress?
Stress can wreak havoc on an individual. 
Your heart begins pounding, breathing 
quickens, while hormones cause blood 
vessels to constrict and divert oxygen to 
muscles. “Our response to stress hasn’t 
evolved since we were cavemen,” says 
Hugh Davenport, Senior Lecturer in 
Human Resource Management at the 
University of Northampton, and former 
business psychologist. “We have an 
automatic fight or flight response – it’s 
about survival.”

Yet stress in working life is endemic,  
it’s exhausting, and no-one is immune. 
“You see vulnerability at all levels  
of organisations, including top 
managers,” says Legrand.

Work-related stress, and the anxiety 
and depression it causes, accounts for 
more than half of all working days lost in 
the UK, according to latest figures from 
the Health and Safety Executive. “We 
tend to feel exhausted as a result of our 
energy being directed towards reacting 
to and coping with the problem,” says 
Ivor Twydell of coaching organisation 
Alquemy. He’s a former senior police 
officer, once responsible for diffusing 
major hostage and terrorist incidents, 
and knows a thing or two about stress. 
“It’s like we are driving a car where we 
are continually accelerating fast and 
braking hard. It can leave us feeling 
disempowered and out of control.”

How does stress affect  
our decision-making?
Stress prevents us understanding 
complexity around a situation. “It plays 
tricks on your brain,” says Legrand. One 
study found individuals asked to solve 
decision-based problems under stress 
couldn’t find the mental space to consider 
available alternative solutions which would 
have helped them make better decisions. 
Another study found that when faced with 
making a difficult decision under stress, 
people may pay more attention to the 
positives rather than the negatives of a 
situation. Interestingly, men under stress 
become more willing to take risks, while 
women become more conservative about 
risk, the research shows. 

Stress, says Legrand, affects various 
functions in our brain, limiting cognitive 
ability. Under stress, we focus on finding 
a solution. “Your ability to memorise 
things, to process complex information, 
to experience pleasure is affected. You 
will simplify processes.”

And if people stay in this state of 
high alert over a longer time, deeper 
emotional and cognitive symptoms 
surface. They might feel wound up 
or anxious, or suffer low self-esteem. 
They might have a racing mind and 
poor concentration. But considered 
decisions – and executives have to 
make thousands of them – directly 
correlate with business success. After 

a 10-year research programme by 
US management consultants Bain 
& Company, involving more than a 
thousand companies, researchers found 
a clear correlation between decision 
effectiveness and business performance. 

Under stress, managers also become 
less democratic, says Legrand. “You 
might feel focused and in control. It 
becomes easier for an individual to make 
decisions alone or in a small group, but 
that’s risky. Democratic decisions are 
more informed and rational – that’s why 
companies have boards.”

Often managers whip up a sense of 
urgency around decision-making, 
regardless of whether the situation 
requires it. “And then you see people 
making crazy calls,” says business 
performance coach David Carry. “They try 
to go it alone and don’t involve the team.”

Why are we so prone  
to stress at work?
People experience stress and loss 
of control in what’s commonly known 
as ‘VUCA’ – situations of volatility, 
uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity. 
Brexit certainly hasn’t helped. “Stress,” 
says medical doctor and coach Barbara 
Mariposa, “is where the demands placed 
upon you outstrip the resources that you 
have available to meet those pressures.”

And engineering and service sectors 
such as facilities management – where 
managers must keep tabs on costs, 
handle unpredictable breakdowns 
and ageing equipment, coordinate 
employees and typically manage too 
many disparate elements within too little 
time – are fraught with such tensions. 
Sometimes it’s the technology that 
doesn’t quite fit, outdated modes of 
working, or tedious bureaucracy that 
cause frustration. 

“In our sector for instance,” says James 
Pickles, head of specialist manufacturer 
TPG Engineering, “oil and gas prices 
change quickly, which can impact 
business. There’s uncertainty and 
pressure on supply chains. So it’s a 
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stressful environment because margins 
are tight and you need to be reactive.”

But sector considerations aside, much 
of workplace stress originates from 
clumsy management. “It might be a 
result of poorly set targets based on 
unclear expectations,” says Pickles, “or 
employees’ feelings of frustration at not 
being listened to.” Tension is a result 
of the reactive nature of some work, 
he adds. “Firefighting, as opposed to 
planned work, might be inevitable. But 
engineers are natural problem solvers – 
it’s about how you plan for it.”

Company culture is critical in setting a 
tone, says Davenport. “There’s never 
a lack of culture – it’s always there.” As 
more businesses encounter structural 
change – prompted by disruptive 
technology, or the need to downsize 
or modernise – leaders need to set 
the tone, but often they’re ill-equipped 
to do so, he says. “Pressure gets 
passed down the ranks. Stress is a 
vicious circle, particularly in the old 
command and control leadership style 
– even though research shows this is a 
dysfunctional way to manage.”

Individuals have different levels of 
resilience, says Legrand. Just as two 
people facing the same exam will 
experience different levels of anxiety, so 
will professionals in similar situations. 
“It comes down to your own perception 
of the demands placed upon you – and 
your perception of your resources or 
your own ability to answer that demand. 
If you can understand this, then you can 
begin to look for a solution.” 

While a domineering management style 
is counter-productive, then so too is 
an absence of hierarchy, particularly 
in companies with flat leadership 
structures or undergoing a merger. By 
looking at crashes between drivers in 
Formula One races, Professor Matthew 
Bothner at business school ESMT 
Berlin concludes these are rarely due 
to random error, but because drivers of 
similar status tend to goad each other 
into increasingly reckless moves until 
they collide. He’s examined F1 crashes 
from 1970 to 2014, and believes his 
research explains why managers on an 
equivalent footing might also lock horns. 

Pressure gets 
passed down the 
ranks. Stress is 
a vicious circle.
“”
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“This ambiguity of status – lack  
of job title say, and lack of clarity, 
whether in a company or on the race 
track – can become stressful. People 
feel the need to assert themselves 
against a perceived rival in order to feel 
in control. And emotions can spiral  
quickly downwards. This could lead 
someone to make choices fraught with 
emotion, that they come to regret.”

Sometimes personal lives inevitably 
spill over into work – a messy divorce, 
bereavement, mental health issues or 
family upheaval. “Everyone has  
a different stress threshold,” says 
Pickles. “If someone has other things 
going on outside the four walls of 
business, they’ll need to talk.”

How can we beat stress?
Combatting stress sounds  
deceptively simple. We all know  
we need to exercise more, be  
healthy, manage our time, and so  
on. It’s just that working life doesn’t 
seem to leave much space for  
taking control. “There’s never a good 
time, you will never have all your ducks 
in a row,” says Davenport – you just 
have to tackle it now, he says. 

But managers can help by creating 
clarity, says Pickles – by setting  
clear expectations and measurable 
goals. “As a manager you have to 
facilitate and provide really clear 
instructions through a shared strategy.” 
He consults with staff, holding regular 
workshops to assess how teams  
are meeting goals, and uses  
employee feedback to adjust targets  
if necessary. Managers are charged  
with communicating plans to their 
teams. “So someone clocking in will 
know exactly what he or she needs to 
achieve in a day.” This prioritisation  
can also help managers make space  
for unexpected hitches. “That’s life,  
they happen – but you can factor  
in time to firefight too,” says Pickles.  
He also holds one-to-ones with staff  
to allow them to vent any frustrations. 
“We facilitate an environment of trust – 
my door is always open. As a leader  
you shouldn’t be so buried in detail  
that you can’t look at the  
bigger picture.” 

A good manager, says Mariposa, will 
notice subtle changes in employees – 
from overwork, to micro-management, 
to blaming others – and many more 
symptoms of stress. “Rather than 
judging, they will ask, listen, understand 
and support. This alone makes people 
feel more able, and will relieve stress 
and foster trust and respect.”

Sometimes it’s senior leaders who 
need the support – but they’re often the 
least likely to ask for it. “Coaching and 
training is seen as a ‘nice to have’,” says 
Davenport. “Senior managers resist it. 
They also have this notion of  
‘I didn’t get where I am today by failure’. 
They need to appear strong. ln times 
of stress, leaders can be very lonely 
people, and it’s almost impossible  
to get them to open up.”

This is exactly what former Olympic 
swimmer David Carry achieves.  
He knows because he’s been there.  
He remembers clearly the stress he  
felt at his first ever international 
competition, at the side of the pool. 
“A voice in my head told me I wasn’t 
ready. My legs felt like lead. I felt like a 
complete victim of circumstance.”

As co-founder of Track Record, he 
now works with FTSE 100 companies 
including IBM and Virgin Active to 
coach senior leadership teams. “In the 
corporate world there is a high residual 
level of stress. We see people who sink 
into negative thinking, but also those 
who take an ‘it’ll be alright on the night’ 
attitude – and become overly optimistic.” 
And the adrenaline hit of stress, the 
cut and thrust of firefighting at work, is 
addictive, he says. “That’s dangerous 
and can lead to gambling-type 
behaviour. Employees get a pat on the 
back for averting disaster, and continue 
to strive for that recognition.”

How did he conquer his own stress? At 
his next event, the roar of the crowds 
and expectations were the same, but 
his response couldn’t have been more 
different. In the intervening time, he’d 
prepared meticulously, working on 
three main issues. “First is resilience. 
Second is confidence, and the most 
significant element is simulated practice. 

We focused on who I am, why I was 
there, and exactly what I was trying to 
achieve.” He now applies this strategy 
to business teams. “We spend most 
of our time on confidence. We help 
organisations formulate purpose and 
belief in that purpose.” 

One of the most effective methods 
of mitigating stress and successful 
planning, says Carry, is to run a “pre-
mortem” – a technique created by 
psychologist Gary Klein and championed 
by Nobel Laureate Daniel Kahneman. 
This makes for calmer decisions. “This 
allows people to become safely super 
negative, to anticipate and explore their 
basic fears - what will get in their way, 
and what are the consequences before 
an event? How could you mitigate those 
fears? This eventually brings a sense 
of control, and makes for rational rather 
than optimistic decisions.”

And feeling in control – rather than at 
the whim of circumstance – is key to 
mitigating stress, says Legrand. People 
feel trapped because they can’t perceive 
that they have options. “Management 
culture should be supportive, not 
constraining. People should feel 
empowered and encouraged to seek 
help.” But, typically, British culture 
doesn’t encourage people to talk about 
their emotions – especially at work. This 
is unhelpful, says Legrand. It should 
be more acceptable for leaders to ask 
for support. “We know it’s possible to 
reprogramme the brain. And if you can 
help people realise they have coping 
resources, they can become more 
confident – and make better decisions.”

And if managers themselves can move 
away from a cycle of ‘problem, react, 
problem, react’, they can begin to think 
more creatively. This works both at a 
team and an individual level. “Instead 
of adopting a reactive mindset, we’d 
advise managers to have a creative 
mindset,” says Twydell. “The most 
successful people in life are those who 
create a vision and plan for who and 
how they want to be – and that passion 
to achieve becomes the motivating 
energy. Working on what we love 
tends to leave us feeling energised 
rather than burnt out.”
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If managers 
themselves can 
move away from a 
cycle of ‘problem, 
react, problem, 
react’, they can 
begin to think 
more creatively. 
This works both 
at a team and an 
individual level.

“”
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make drastic manoeuvres many miles 
above the earth, or strategic decisions 
while travelling at twice the speed of 
sound. The fact that they are actually able 
to do this is testament to the training they 
receive, and the structures in place to 
support them. And despite the advent of 
unmanned aircraft in the military, the pilot 
and navigator are still a vital – as well as a 
potentially vulnerable – part of the system. 

Hickson’s view is that that will remain 
the case, even when the people are 
no longer in the aircraft itself. “AI,” she 
says, “is very good at making some 
sorts of decisions, but much less good 
at making others. It just can’t do the 
same sort of complex analysis that is 
required in modern warfare.” 

This is interesting for any business 
leader trying to weigh up how much  
AI could or should be trusted to 
influence decision-making in the 
workplace. The most dramatic 
examples that Mandy cites from her 
own experiences come from complex 
ethical decisions, that still have to be 
made rapidly, sometimes in the heat of 
geopolitically significant events. 

But it’s not just the ethical dimension of 
decision-making that puts pilots under 
pressure. Aerial warfare is probably one 
of the fastest moving, most unpredictable 
environments that human beings can be 
subjected to. “Highly agile and dynamic,” 
is how Hickson describes it. That’s the 
sort of dry understatement that might 
be familiar to someone with a forces 
background, or even brought up on a 
televisual diet of war movies, but it’s 
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Decisions at Mach 2
We speak with Mandy Hickson, former fast jet 
pilot with the Royal Air Force, to hear how the 
organisation supports its pilots to make effective 
decisions – and discover what business leaders  
can learn from its approach.

In the days of defence cuts,  
asymmetric threats and a focus  
on domestic security, fast jet pilots  
are an even rarer breed than they  
once were. Rarer still are fast jet  
pilots with the willingness and skills  
to speak about their job, and articulate 
what the rest of us can learn from  
thier experiences. 

Such individuals are worth seeking out. 
Mandy Hickson is one of those. Like all 
combat pilots, she was trained to make 
decisions under circumstances at the 
very limit of what human beings can 
cope with. And, uniquely, she has made 
a successful subsequent career using 
her experience to advise leaders in the 
private and public sectors. 

Over 17 years in the RAF she completed 
three tours of duty and flew 45 missions 
over Iraq in the second Gulf War. And 
she still flies now, as a member of the 
Volunteer Reserve, and as a pilot with 
the Air Cadets’ Air Experience Flight. 

We’ve come to meet Mandy at the 
Imperial War Museum in Duxford, 
Cambridgeshire, to learn more about her 
time in the forces, and so she can show 
us round the Tornado aircraft that she 
flew during her time with the RAF. 

For anyone whose expectations of fast 
jet pilots are informed by movies such as 
Top Gun, Mandy is no disappointment. 
She’s every bit as engaging and 
charismatic as you’d expect from 
someone in the elite of the Air Force – 
but she brings an intellectual vigour and 
a passion for her subject that Hollywood 
fiction simply does not prepare one for. 
 
She also still has a clear affection for 
the aircraft she flew – even for the 
aesthetics of a machine few would 
call beautiful but which, as she says, 
is beautifully suited to the job it was 
intended to do. Despite being a design 
originally dating from the 1970s, this is 
still a highly sophisticated aircraft – it 
represents tens of millions of pounds 
worth of electronics and engineering. 

But what of the two people inside it? The 
pilot and navigator were not designed to 

BIO

Obsessed with flying from an early age, Mandy Hickson’s 17-year career in the RAF began with 
the huge challenge of having initially failed the computerised tests required for entry. But her grit and 
determination – not to mention her aptitude for flying – meant she became only the second woman 
to fly a Tornado jet on the front line. These days, she flies as part of the Volunteer Reserve, works as 
a Human Factors Facilitator with the Civil Aviation Authority, and is an inspirational speaker on the 
topics of leadership, teamwork and communication within high-pressure situations.

RAF Tornado 
GR4 specifications

Engines: 
Two RR RB199 
Mk103 turbofans
Thrust: 
16,000lb each
Max speed: 
Mach 2.2
Length: 
16.72m
Max altitude: 
50,000ft
Span: 
8.6m
Aircrew: 
Two
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also language common to the world of 
business – and that gives a clue as to 
how business leaders can learn from a 
field of endeavour quite alien to civilians. 

The gravity of failure in business may 
be less than in a theatre of war, but 
leaders must still deal with many rapidly-
changing variables, under considerable 
stress and pressure. The challenges 
they face may be very different, but the 
techniques used by military pilots in 
dealing with complex situations are far 
from irrelevant to the world of business. 

Of course, in the most high-pressure 
scenarios, combat pilots rely on some of 
the most rigorous training delivered in any 
field. Hickson is unequivocal on the value 
of that but, perhaps more interestingly, she 
speaks eloquently of the balance between 
being conditioned to react effectively in a 
split second – say, while being targeted by 
a weapons system – and being taught to 
question your actions and reactions over a 
matter of seconds, minutes and hours.  

The ability to think independently  

taught to question how decisions had been 
made during a mission, and why individuals 
had done what they had,” Hickson 
explains. “And over my time in service, that 
resulted in huge improvements to the way 
we ran our organisation.”

Books such as Black Box Thinking 
(Matthew Syed, John Murray, 2015) 
have popularised this type of approach 
in recent years, but Hickson has 
a slightly different way of thinking 
about how mistakes can be used as 
an opportunity for learning. For her, 
it’s not about an absence of blame, 
but of ensuring responsibility and 
accountability. “A blame culture is 
unsafe, because then nobody speaks up 
about mistakes,” she says emphatically, 
“but a no-blame culture is equally 
unsafe, because that says that no-one 
has responsibility for their actions.”

“What an effective organisation does,” 
she continues, “is understand that even 
the world’s best professionals are still 
human beings, and that they will make 
errors. They will look for shortcuts, and 

and in an agile fashion may perhaps  
be an aspect of military decision-making 
less obvious to the civilian mind – but  
it is the one most relevant to the  
world of business. 

Aerial warfare and complex business 
scenarios may be very different,  
but both are too multifaceted to  
allow a conditioned response to  
every possible outcome. Both  
require the ability to quickly analyse, 
understand and respond to a rapidly-
changing scenario. 

‘Situational awareness’ is the aviation 
industry term for this, and one that 
Hickson speaks about with real 
enthusiasm. She also speaks of the 
DODAR methodology (Diagnosis, Option, 
Decision, Action, Review) as a useful 
structure to support decision-making 
in a dynamic environment. And it’s the 
last of those steps that helps ensure 
that the quality of decision making in an 
organisation increases over time.  

“Even as junior officers, we were always 

fall away from ideal behaviours over 
time. But so long as we make it part of 
everyone’s responsibility to share and 
analyse their mistakes, then together we 
can maintain and improve the systems 
that prevent catastrophe.”

This is a theme that Hickson is 
passionate about. “For every one 
catastrophe, you’ll have on average 300 
mistakes that have no ill effects – that’s 
300 opportunities to strengthen the 
systems you have in place, and help 
everyone perform at their best. Those 
opportunities are exciting. When I make 
a mistake like that, I can’t wait to tell 
people about it, because it helps make 
everyone better at their jobs.”

Hickson says this as a highly 
experienced pilot – she’s a combat 
veteran with many years of flying 
experience. But she also talks with 
some feeling about how the culture has 
changed in the RAF; how as a young 
pilot she struggled to speak out about 
mistakes, and how she was a part of 
building a culture that has empowered 

even junior team members to speak up. 
This empowerment is key to the 
culture of effective decision making 
in the RAF. Not only are junior 
members of staff empowered to ask 
questions of their superiors’ decisions, 
but they are empowered to make major 
decisions themselves, even in the most 
challenging circumstances. That’s 
something that should have resonance 
for any leader in business, who wishes 
to build better decision-making skills 
within their team.

And Hickson speaks with feeling on that 
point. “You have to trust the training and 
guidance that has been given, and trust 
that someone will perform – in the end, 
that’s the only way to see if they have 
what it takes.”

So how might that culture manifest itself 
in the heat of the moment? Thrillingly, 
she tells of narrowly avoiding an anti-
aircraft missile over Iraq. Leading a flight 
of four aeroplanes, she was able to take 
evasive action in time – but with dozens 
of allied aircraft in the air, that hostile 

act altered the tactical picture entirely. 
Despite this, she remained in the lead – 
her decisions determined the actions for 
the whole group. “I was by far the most 
junior pilot in my flight,” she explains, “but 
I had been tasked to lead that mission, 
and no-one questioned my decision 
making, even when the overall situation 
had changed so dramatically.” And it was 
an experience she clearly savoured. “I 
learned more that night than I had in all 
my training up to that point.”

It’s a daunting thought, and Hickson and 
her colleagues are clearly exceptional 
individuals – but it’s highly instructive 
for any leader in business who has 
ever thought something ‘too important’ 
to entrust to a junior colleague. In 
Hickson’s world, neither life-or-death 
situations nor major geopolitical 
outcomes are too important. 

That’s a long way from how most 
businesses operate, but it’s clear that the 
benefits of doing so are huge. Nurturing 
leadership and decision-making skills 
throughout the hierarchy is a goal for 

“”The gravity of failure in business may be less 
than in a theatre of war, but leaders must still 
deal with many rapidly-changing variables, 
under considerable stress and pressure. The 
challenges they face may be very different, 
but the techniques used by military pilots in 
dealing with complex situations are far from 
irrelevant to the world of business. 
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“”Some 220 personnel make 
up a squadron, supporting the 
operation of only eight aircraft 
– but the aircraft would not fly 
without the support of every 
member of the team. 

almost all high-performing businesses.  

No business could achieve that by 
replicating exactly the training and 
discipline of the RAF. But it certainly is 
achievable to foster a greater degree of 
empowerment and personal decision-
making capability. And one senses that 
the foundation of that effort in the Air 
Force is not the training or discipline at all, 
but a mutual respect between personnel 
of different levels – a fundamental 
acceptance that differences of rank  
do not equate to differences of worth. 

Hickson says that the thing she misses 
most from her days in the RAF is not the 
excitement of flying, but the camaraderie 
of the team. Some 220 personnel make 
up a squadron, supporting the operation 
of only eight aircraft – but the aircraft 
would not fly without the support  
of every member of the team. And  
it’s clear from hearing Hickson  
talk about the solidarity of the group that 
no one person is considered more  
or less important to that effort. 

As we’re speaking to Hickson (who’s 
wearing her flight suit), in the menacing 
shadow of a Tornado aircraft, a 
gentleman comes over to shake her 
hand, and introduces himself as  
a fellow RAF veteran. 

They talk about their squadrons, and their 
postings, and then their duties. While 
Hickson tells of her time as a combat pilot, 
it transpires that the gentleman was an 
administrator. One might expect that to be 
a slightly awkward moment – but there’s 
not a hint from either side. One is reminded 
of the story of JFK asking a cleaner at 
NASA what his job was. “Sending rockets 
into space,” was the answer. 

The culture at NASA was such that 
every single person was aware how 
their role contributed to the ultimate 
goal, and one gets the same sense of 
universal pride and responsibility from 
both Hickson and from the veteran. 

This deep-seated respect underpins the 
decision-making capability that helps 
combat pilots deal with extreme threat 
and high-pressure scenarios. And that 
is one lesson from the world of military 
aviation that it is possible for leaders in 
any organisation can adopt. 
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E ffective capital 
investment decisions 
underpin business 
success. The 
purchase of a new 
building, IT system 
or machine can 
enable a business 
to produce more 

of its goods and services so that 
it can expand and grow its market 
share. Depending on the nature of 
the investment, it may also enable 
the business to be quicker and more 
agile, and possibly cut its costs over 
the longer term. But while a wise 
investment can transform the prospects 
of a business, a poor investment 
can consume time, resources and 
money at a frightening rate, potentially 

threatening the business’s cash flow 
in the short term and even its viability 
in the long term. What’s more, any 
business that fails to deliver a healthy 
return on investment through its 
capital projects is likely to alienate its 
shareholders. So how can businesses 
go about the capital investment 
decision-making process in a way that 
increases their chances of success?

With capital investment, as with  
virtually every other project, it is 
essential for the business to get off  
to the right start if it is to minimise  
the risk that the investment fails  
to deliver on expectations at a later 
date. Hence strategy should be the 
starting point of any good capital 
investment decision-making process, 

according to David Tilston, a non-
executive director and former CFO of 
several listed companies. He has had 
experience of making capital investment 
decisions relating to property, plant 
and equipment, as well as IT systems, 
throughout his career. “Any company is 
going to have finite financial resources,” 
he explains. “Therefore you want to try 
to direct the bulk of your investment 
towards areas that are consistent with 
your longer-term strategy. 

If you’re buying a property or making 
another type of large investment, 
typically you’re looking at it with a 
five- to ten-year time horizon, possibly 
longer. So the first question you ask 
should be: is this investment consistent 
with our strategy?”

Do you have a set process for 
making capital investment decisions? 
Many organisations do, but it’s never 
a bad idea to review that protocol 
periodically. Sally Percy canvases 
expert opinion, to outline the factors 
that should be examined.

HOW 
DO YOU 
MAKE         
 YOURS? 

BIO
Sally Percy is a freelance business 
and finance journalist and a former 
editor of Accountancy and The 
Treasurer. She is currently editor of 
Edge, the journal of the UK Institute 
of Leadership & Management, and 
a contributor to Forbes. Her first 
book, Reach the Top in Finance: 
The Ambitious Accountant’s Guide 
to Career Success, was published 
by Bloomsbury in 2017.  
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top, however – everyone at every level 
of an organisation has an important part 
to play in making it happen. 

“Capital investment decision-
making inevitably involves different 
stakeholders and it requires on-
going collaboration across multiple 
departments and entities in an 
organisation,” says Gioacchino 
Gaudioso, a capital projects expert 
and CEO of project and portfolio 
management (PPM) software provider 
Project Objects. “Typically, when 
dealing with the decision-making 
stages, organisations struggle because 
there are many different tools in use 
by the different stakeholders involved 
along the project lifecycle. It is essential 
that there is consistent and seamless 

communication across the company, 
with stakeholders having easy access  
to historical information in various 
stages of the capital investment cycle.”

Goode argues that while capital 
project ideas can originate from nearly 
any corner of a business, finance 
should maintain some degree of 
oversight to ensure that these ideas 
are economically sound. “To manage 
a complex capital project approval 
schema, and promote ideas and best 
practices across business units and 
departments, companies need to 
employ a robust, unified solution for 
capex,” he comments. Having said that, 
he also believes that better decisions 
will result if organisations free up their 
finance teams from having to consult 
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refurbished equipment 
rather than splash 
out on expensive new 
gadgets. Businesses 
should of course 
consider on-going 
expenditure, such 
as running costs and 

maintenance costs for 
machinery. They should also 

have a contingency budget to cover 
unexpected shortfalls and a contingency 
plan to fall back on if an investment 
doesn’t turn out as anticipated.

Last, but by no means least, there 
are shareholders to consider. Tilston 
says that it is essential to factor their 
expectations into the capital investment 
decision-making process. “If the 
shareholders want a return of 5% 
return per annum, and the business 
can demonstrate that the investment 
is likely to yield a return of 8% to 10%, 
then, in principle, the shareholders 
ought to be happy,” he explains. “But 
if the investment only generates a 2% 
return, the shareholders could turn 
round and say that they want their 
money back so that they can invest 
it with another company that will 
generate the 5% return.” 

The human factor
The capital investment decision-making 
process is often defined in terms of 
assets, budgets and timescales. In 
reality, however, it is people who decide 
which projects are undertaken, when 

they are undertaken and how they 
should be funded. As a result, decision-
making can be influenced by a wealth 
of human-related factors from simple 
emotions – “I’d love to work in that nice 
new office, near the coffee shop” – 
through to peer pressure and the desire 
of ambitious executives to build and 
expand their personal empires. 

“There is a tendency among project 
proposers to wear rose-coloured 
glasses,” observes Goode. “This means 
that they hold an internal bias for their 
own project, and may be more likely 
to overlook potential risks, which can 
skew the projected performance and/or 
ROI of the project so that it looks more 
favourable than it really is.”

He adds: “In order to combat this, or to 
keep biases in check, there needs to be 
a standardised review process for each 
proposed capital investment that ensures 
thorough vetting of appropriate detail, as 
well as a comparison of alternatives on 
an apples-to-apples basis.”

The organisation’s board and senior 
leadership team – including the CEO 
and CFO – should be closely involved 
in the decision-making process. Other 
experts – such as sales and production 
leaders and possibly external 
consultants – should also be brought 
in to give their own perspective on the 
potential investment. That’s not to say 
that the successful delivery of capital 
investment relies solely on those at the 

Decision-making can be influenced by 
a wealth of human-related factors from 
simple emotions – “I’d love to work in that 
nice new office, near the coffee shop” – 
through to peer pressure and the desire 
of ambitious executives to build and 
expand their personal empires. 

“”

Facts and figures
If the investment is consistent 
with the business’s strategy, the 
next step is to explore whether that 
investment is also sensible from an 
economic, financial and technical 
perspective. This is a big task, but 
there are various tools and techniques 
to assist with it, including cost-benefit 
analysis, cash flow forecasting and 
– for engineering-related projects – 
engineering economics. 

“A capital budget or discounted cash 
flow analysis is generally considered 
the most useful way to think about the 
benefits of a project,” says Michael 
Goode, Solution Consultant at capital 
investment software provider Finario. 
“Done carefully, it can incorporate all 
the costs and benefits of an opportunity. 
Net present value (NPV) is the best 
return-on-investment (ROI) metric to 
measure a project’s absolute return, 
while profitability index (PI) should be 
used to rank a project’s relative return. 
With a discount rate that reflects your 
organisation’s cost of capital, the NPV 
of your project will give you a concrete 
measure of its value. PI will give you 
a simple, but highly accurate, way to 
compare returns across projects of 
different sizes. Both metrics should 
be estimated before budgeting, again 
at approval, and then during post-
completion review.” 

“A listed company might look at a metric 
of how quickly an investment enhances 
earnings per share,” suggests Tilston. 
“Another simple metric to look at is cash 
payback. So if I’m going to invest £10 
million, how quickly is it that I generate 
at least £10 million of cash? And if it’s 
two to three years, I might say, ‘OK, 
that’s fine’. But if it’s going to take 10 
years, I might say, ‘I’m not sure that’s 
actually going to be a good investment’.”

While tools are important, Rick Smith, 
Managing Director of insolvency, 
recovery and turnaround firm Forbes 
Burton, also emphasises the need 
for thorough due diligence, guided 
by common sense. “From a property 
perspective, the amount that you buy 
the property for is where you’re going to 
make the money on it,” he says. Capital 
investment decisions often go wrong 
because people over-pay at the start.” 
Depending on individual circumstances, 
it might be better for a business to lease 
property rather than buy it, or to invest in 



individual capital project analysis on 
a regular basis. “Ideally, you want 
this sort of work being conducted by 
project owners in the field. Finance’s 
role should be to manage and assess 
capital portfolio performance – think 
bigger picture.”

So how can different functions 
work together to ensure that better 
decisions are made? “It’s all about 
people pulling in the same direction,” 
says Smith. “Something might not 
quite work in the way that finance 
wants, but from a production 
perspective it’s the ideal thing. So it’s 
then about finding that common ground 

Payback is vital, of course, since it is 
one of the drivers for getting capital 
projects approved in the first place. 
When payback periods and lifecycle 
costings are modelled realistically, 
using both project data and context 
data (for example, sales forecasts in a 
certain market) they help to highlight 
which initiatives are likely to have the 
greatest impact on organisational 
growth over the long term. For this 
modelling to be effective, however, a 
business needs to be in the mindset 
of collecting and storing high-quality 
data for all the major projects that it 
undertakes. That enables it to learn 
from its past experiences. “The better 
the quality of the data, the better the 
quality of the answer that you’re likely 
to get,” Tilston notes. 

Yet while payback is key, it is often 
neglected, particularly at the start of 
the capital investment process. This 
then leads to problems further down 
the line. “People tend to focus too 
much on getting the asset in the first 
place and not on the costs associated 
with servicing it going forwards,” notes 
Smith. “And that creates vulnerability 
for the business. For example, the 
business might have a loan with 
a debenture attached. Then, if the 
lender is not comfortable with how 
the business is performing, it can take 
control of it or even shut it down.” 

that everyone can agree to, even if 
it’s not fulfilling all their requirements, 
because it is for the betterment of the 
business moving forward.” 

Risk and return
Capital investment is an exciting process, 
but it is also fraught with risk. There 
are a host of reasons why extensive 
capital investment in a new asset may 
not turn out to deliver a good return. 
These will vary according to the industry 
that the business operates in but could 
include macroeconomic factors, such 
as a recession or changing consumer 
behaviours, as well as environmental, 
geopolitical, legal, regulatory, reputational 
and technological risks. Then there are 
the risks associated with spiralling costs, 
human resource restrictions and poor 
project planning and implementation. 
Tilston maintains that project 
management is “absolutely critical to 
making sure that a project gets delivered 
on time and to cost.”

“The best defence against risk is 
to establish a strong system of 
governance that can identify, mitigate 
and address any potential risks 
throughout a project’s lifecycle,” 

explains Goode. “A stage gates 
process for larger projects, 
automatically logging changes, and 
defining internal administrative rights, 
are some key items to consider as 
part of this system of governance.”

Fortunately there are tools to help 
with risk management and Gaudioso 
highlights the important role that 
technology can play. “Risk mitigation 
can be managed using Excel 
spreadsheets, with the risks listed and 
managed by the risk manager,” he 
says. “Yet without the right software to 
support decision-making beyond 
using a spreadsheet, it is impossible 
to explore the connections between 
the identified risk and other project 
entities. Decision makers will only 
have a partial view on which to base 
their strategic decisions about capital 
investments.” He emphasises that 
the right software supports decision 
making throughout the capital 
investment process, from the start 
of the project, when the fundamental 
‘go / no-go’ decision takes place, 
through to on-going risk mitigation 
activities and tracking value creation 
and payback.”
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People tend to focus too much 
on getting the asset in the first 
place and not on the costs 
associated with servicing it 
going forwards.
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What next?
In general, capital decision-making 
is a complex process that comes 
with numerous dependencies and 
risks. It is also informed by strategic 
objectives and the personal preferences 
of multiple stakeholders. As a result, 
mistakes will be made and money will 
be wasted whenever an organisation 
embarks on a project of any scale. 
The chances of outright failure can be 
reduced, however, through effective 
risk mitigation and applying learnings 
from other projects. 

“A post-completion performance 
review should be standard practice 
at the conclusion of every material 
capital project,” concludes Goode. 
“This allows project owners, as well 
as all associated teams, the opportunity 
to make a note of successes and 
failures across each step of the 
process, enabling a culture of 
continuous improvement.”

“”



Berry
CHANCES 

OF SUCCESS

Decision-making in business is often couched in terms of risk and reward. But risk is 
poorly understood, both on the organisational level and by individuals. We speak to 
risk specialist and former professional poker player Caspar Berry, about why we fail 
to analyse risk effectively in business, and what we can do to improve in this area.

T he idea of gambling 
will have different 
connotations 
depending on one’s 
experience. Some 
may think of the 
besuited millionaire 
sliding chips across 
the blackjack table; 

others of the punter slotting coins into  
a high street FOBT machine. 

The two might seem worlds apart,  
but what they have in common is  
their reliance on luck; their success or 
failure is in the lap of the gods. Or they 
think it is. But, as former professional 
poker player Caspar Berry is quick 
to point out, their fate is in the hands 
of the company they gamble with – 
mathematically, these games are  
set up so the house always wins. 
 
Poker is different. Poker players play 
against each other, not against the 
house. This means that, while there  
is still an element of chance in the  
short term, success depends on making 
better decisions than the other players 
around the table, and there is a  
great deal of skill in doing so. 

Feature Chris Raymond   Photography Dan Tidswell 

In those important respects, poker  
has real parallels with business. It’s  
what attracts many to the game, and 
it’s what first attracted Berry – as he 
tells us in his delightfully comfy office, 
looking out over a green swathe of the 
Buckinghamshire countryside. 

A chance session in Las Vegas led 
him to several years of playing poker 
for a living. But it didn’t stop there. As a 
former Cambridge economics student, 
and a businessman himself (in fact, an 
award-winning television director), he 
was fascinated by what poker’s blend of 
chance and skill could tell us about business. 

And so began his life’s work: “helping 
boards have an educated conversation 
around risk.” Berry is now a speaker 
and consultant to some of the most 
effective organisations in British business, 
combining his experience of business and 
poker with his subsequent research in risk, 
probability and decision-making. 
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BIO
A former actor, award-winning TV director, and member 
of the Cambridge Footlights society, Casper Berry was 
a successful professional poker player, then later built 
up and sold his own media company to Ten Alps plc.  
He is now a trainer and motivational speaker, who 
focuses on helping corporations deal more effectively 
with risk and decision-making.
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So, what’s so un-grown-up about  
the conversations boards have about 
risk? “We allow our emotions to  
distract us from the profit opportunity,”  
is Berry’s pithy phrase. 

It’s a concept many would be familiar 
with, and have experience of. “Most of 
us,” Berry elaborates, “fail to question 
whether our unconscious biases have 
affected our assessment of probability.” 

Most people are familiar with the  
idea of cognitive bias (and one of the 
world’s foremost experts provides some 
insight on it elsewhere in this issue), 
but Berry is talking about something 
different, and subtler. 

These are our biases towards risk. 
“We must,” he continues, “always take 
into account our previous experiences. 
That’s a key part of analysing risk.” 
However, as he goes on to explain, it is 
the outcomes themselves that we must 
use to form our judgments of probability, 
not the emotional attachments and 
preconceptions that they create. 

And poker itself offers a vivid illustration 
of how circumstances can undermine 
our ability to make an effective 
assessment of risk. Berry tells of famous 
sports stars reduced to the shakes in a 
game with no stake at all – and of the 
transformative effect that even nominal 
cash buy-ins have on the way players 
think about risk and decisions. 

Day-to-day, we might think in terms 
of our judgement being ‘clouded’, but 
we rarely consider what that actually 
means. Berry talks of specific actions 
that poker professionals take to maintain 
focus – concentrating on the basics of 
other individuals’ actions, for example 

– that are easy to adopt for business 
leaders who find that stress distracts 
them from being fully objective in  
their decision-making. 

Does that mean that we should never 
trust our gut? Absolutely not, says Berry. 
“Gut reaction,” he explains, “is a kind of 
probability assessment. From our earliest 
beginnings as a species, we’ve been 
equipped to make assessments of risk, 
and to allocate resources effectively.” 

And that is key when we come to make 
an assessment of risk in a real-world 
situation. “Real life isn’t like a poker 
game,” says Berry. “And our instincts for 
risk are a key part of how we deal with 
situations and information too complex 
to assess mathematically.”

But it’s these gut reactions that  
can be adversely influenced by our 
emotions, and by the simple effects 
of our personality traits. Indeed, the 
challenge goes deeper than just keeping 
a clear head. In many cases, Berry 
says, we simply fail to understand the 
risks we face – both overestimating  
and underestimating the probabilities  
of different outcomes. 

“People focus on the thing they 
think is most likely to succeed,” is how 
Berry describes it. And that sounds 
reasonable enough, until you realise that 
the definition of success is all-important, 
and to a great extent subjective. For 
some, success is simply the absence 
of failure – for others, all successes 
are simply qualified failures. 

Which applies very much depends on 
personality. It’s why optimists tend to 
make more successful entrepreneurs 
– and why they tend to go bust more 

often. As Berry explains: “Some of us 
will always take the safe option, and 
some of us will readily risk everything.”

Successful decision-making in 
business lies in finding the most 
effective balance of risk and reward. 
That is the objective of any effort to 
control one’s emotions and take a 
dispassionate view of risk in any given 
situation. So how can we achieve that?

A useful clue lies in Berry’s own 
definition of decision-making: 
“Committed resources on  
uncertain territory.” 

And Berry talks about the game  
of poker in roughly the same terms: 
“resource allocation in its simplest form.” 
This is, in many ways, an unfamiliar 
way to conceive of decision-making, 
but it is a very useful one. 

The very idea of ‘big decisions’ or 
‘decision points’ can conjure thoughts 
of potential failure and negative 
consequences. This provokes fear for 
many – while for others it may induce 
an addictive thrill. But both of those 
responses are unhelpful emotions – 
“from the limbic brain” as Berry puts it – 
that hamper our ability to make  
an effective judgement.

Resource allocation, on the other 
hand, does not inspire the same 
sort of unconscious responses. 
 
“I often hear business leaders say that 
they ‘don’t do risk’,” says Berry, and 
certainly the very word itself can be a 
red flag when used in connection with 
business decisions. No business leader, 
on the other hand, could possibly say 
that they ‘don’t do’ resource allocation. 

Xerox, was the first company 
to come up with many 
innovations that are now key 
to consumer technology – 
but it didn’t pursue them, 
because they weren’t the 
core interest of the business. 
In other words, the leaders 
of the business allowed their 
emotional response to risk  
to distract them from the 
profit opportunity, and that 
caused them to allocate 
resources ineffectively.

“”
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Indeed, Berry is very clear that an 
objective, effective attitude to risk 
in decision-making must also entail 
acceptance of a certain rate of failure – 
just as a poker professional’s true  
worth is proven only over many 
thousands of hands, so it follows that 
a business leader’s decision-making 
effectiveness can only really be 
measured in the longer term.

“Avoiding risk entirely is in itself a highly 
risky behaviour,” Berry continues. And, 
when we think of decision-making solely 
in terms of resource allocation, that’s 
seems less a statement of buccaneering 
élan, and more a matter of sound 
business sense. Avoiding all risk in 
decision-making can be made to seem 
like an excusable strategy – but avoiding 
the effective allocation (or re-allocation) 
of resources certainly can’t. 

“There are so many examples of 
businesses that have had a good idea, 
and then sat on it, because it’s ‘not 
what we do’,” Berry continues. “Xerox, 
for example, was the first company to 
come up with many innovations that 
are now key to consumer technology 
– but it didn’t pursue them, because 
they weren’t the core interest of the 
business.” In other words, the leaders 
of the business allowed their emotional 
response to risk to distract them from 
the profit opportunity, and that caused 
them to allocate resources ineffectively. 

Google – which, as Berry highlights, 
has killed off numerous successful 
products to make room for others with a 
potentially higher return – provides the 
opposite and more positive example. 
And, while Berry acknowledges that such 
an approach is easier for a company 
of Google’s size and financial security, 
he also highlights how its investment 
strategy is a reflection of its desire to 

maintain that status, as well as its 
awareness of how fast moving its sector is. 

Listening to Berry analyse it, the 
strategy favoured by Google and its 
Silicon Valley brethren – putting  
varying levels of investment behind 
emerging technologies with varying 
likelihoods of success – appears  
to be the embodiment of what Berry 
describes as effective resource 
allocation. The risk of failure on any 
one initiative may be relatively high but 
denying limited backing to any such 
high-risk ventures would expose the 
investing company to a much greater 
risk: missing out on a breakthrough 
technology of the future. 

But he also has another way of 
characterising the approach – as a 
constant attempt to find inefficiencies 
and provide the means of addressing 
them. “Unless you’re doing something 
different or better,” he says, of both 
poker and business, “then you won’t 
ever win.” Framed that way, as part  
of the search for competitive advantage, 
his approach to risk in decision-making 
ceases to seem in any way reckless 
and, appears, in fact, more like an 
exercise in prudent management. 

But there is another kind of  
risk-taking, and one that can seem 
counter-intuitive, especially given how 
much of Berry’s research centres on 
how overly conservative decision-
making can itself be highly risky. His 
research and work in the corporate 
environment means he has some 
unique insights into the financial crisis, 
its origins and its aftermath. While 
2008’s banking sector cataclysm and  
its subsequent fallout are widely seen as 
the simple product of reckless corporate 
behaviour, Berry has an alternative  
and much more interesting view. 

Putting himself in the shoes of the 
business leaders in charge at the time, 
he describes how many were almost 
certainly aware of the danger that 
their companies were in – but that the 
near-universal nature of the behaviour 
in question would have made it feel 
personally and professionally dangerous 
for any one individual or organisation  
to break with the herd, and take  
an alternative path. 

That’s a feeling that anyone who  
has taken strategically significant 
decisions can relate to. So, does  
Berry have views on how one can hone 
one’s own or one’s team’s decision-
making in these circumstances?

“Skin in the game,” is his short  
answer. “Players in a no-stakes  
game in poker are often reckless,  
but when you play with your own  
money you immediately think differently.” 
In other words, poker has no moral 
hazard – and moral hazard is another 
important factor that can compromise 
our ability to make an effective 
probability judgement. 

Berry’s frame of reference is vast, 
and his knowledge of the literature 
around risk and probability is 
awesome. What’s more, his thinking 
and perspectives can be applied to 
many different walks of life, aside from 
business. It’d be easy to while away 
a whole afternoon with him, but he’s 
a busy man, off to appointments, and 
planning a break with his partner in – 
satisfyingly – Las Vegas. 

He takes his leave with the courtesy 
you’d expect of an alumnus of the 
famous Footlights society, and one is 
inevitably left reflecting on one’s own 
attitudes to risk, and how they might 
measure up against Berry’s yardstick.  

Avoiding risk 
entirely is in itself 
a highly risky 
behaviour.

“”
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Steve Corbett, Chief Information Officer at Cloudfm, looks at the impact of 
artificial intelligence technology on decision making for business leaders.  

INTELLIGENT 
PERSPECTIVE
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E ffective decision making 
separates the great 
from the good in terms 
of leadership. And 
many leaders view their 
ability to make complex 
decisions as a defining 
talent. In this context, 
the advent of artificial 

intelligence could be seen as a threat – 
but it is really an incredible opportunity.  
Leaders who recognise how AI can 
augment human capabilities in decision 
making are set to gain a considerable 
advantage over those who do not. 

The Hollywood interpretation of AI – of 
robots walking, talking and thinking like 
humans – has long had a hold on the 
popular imagination. The reality is less 
dramatic, but actually even more exciting. 

BIO

One of the industry’s leading 
experts in automation and 
artificial intelligence, Steve 
Corbett is Chief Information 
Officer at Cloudfm. An innovator, 
business leader and expert in 
digital transformation, Steve 
has an extensive track record 
of managing high-profile 
technology programmes 
across a number of innovative 
businesses, including Aviva,  
BT and Willis Towers Watson.



AI can take into consideration 
facts, trends and patterns that 
a person simply could not – 
identifying for example, emerging 
sales trends long before they 
are apparent to analysts.
“”
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The ability of computers to complete 
tasks once associated solely with human 
beings – such as visual perception, 
speech recognition, and decision making 
– offers two significant opportunities for 
business leaders. On the one hand, some 
routine business tasks, such as directing 
calls in a call centre, can be taken over 
by AI, and human beings freed up for 
more productive work. On the other, 
decision making at the strategic level 
can be supported by AI, for example with 
intelligent financial scenario modelling. 

This second, and more complex aspect is 
currently less well understood – but offers 
a huge opportunity.

AI is a sweeping term for a vast array 
of technologies - from virtual agents 
to natural language generation - and 
included within that are the ‘big data’ 
analytics technologies that have 
become familiar over the last few years. 
Big data analytics has been a tool in 
strategic decision making for some 
time, and much of AI is underpinned by 
technologies like this – but the difference 
is that AI applications are able to explore 
possibilities on their own, and make 
suggestions. Not only can they provide 
answers, they can ask questions. 

And, like big data applications, AI can 
take into consideration facts, trends and 
patterns that a person simply could not – 
identifying for example, emerging sales 
trends long before they are apparent 
to analysts. That’s a very powerful 
asset for business leaders seeking to 
understand customer, economic and 
market conditions. But, at this level, AI 
is still an emerging technology. So how 
should business leaders approach its 
use in this context?

Cautiously, but with great optimism, 
would be my suggestion. 

The scope of what AI can achieve is 
increasing all the time. Coca Cola has 
released new products suggested 
entirely by AI, with the software 
examining the huge amounts of 
data collected from self-serve soda 
machines. And AI gets better every 
year at complex strategic analysis – for 
example PwC has used AI to analyse 
the financial decisions of 320 US 
consumers and predict the behaviour of 
specific consumer personas.

Most leaders are familiar with the  
extent to which unconscious biases 
can affect decision making – and the 
impartiality of AI may appear to offer a 
solution to that. But any machine will 
carry the imprint of its programmer. 
While a key feature of AI is that it can 
learn from experience, the programme 
has not yet been written that can take 
into account decades of self-reflection 
and insight in the same manner as a 
human being. Cultural fit is as important 
when considering artificial intelligence 
as it is with the human kind. 

However advanced machine learning 
may be, it still has limitations. No AI 
system has the capability to understand 
the full context of the world in which it 
exists – for now at least. And although 
some AI applications (such as Google 
Assistant) are now tantalisingly close 
to passing the fabled Turing Test, 
no computer yet displays emotional 
intelligence. And it is emotional 
intelligence that allows us to do things 
like sense the potential for a deal  
with another business, or support a 
team to cope with a new challenge. 



In its simplest terms, AI is based around 
traditional analytical techniques. And 
while software can carry out these 
functions faster, more accurately 
and repetitively than a human, the 
complexities of how we feel about each 
other and our work are still beyond 
the comprehension of even the most 
advanced software. 

Equally, artificial intelligence is no more 
able to make quality recommendations 
on poor quality input than a human 
being can. Attempting to use AI in the 
absence of quality data is as likely to 
make decision-making worse as it is to 
make it better – perhaps more so.  

We are a long way from the point where 
AI will do a better job of leading a 
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What is true, however, 
is that the use of AI will 
very quickly change 
the skills that business 
leaders need to make 
effective decisions. 
“”

company than human beings. For the 
foreseeable future, AI will play a growing 
and fundamental role in aiding decision 
makers – but not be a decision maker.  

However, the use of AI will very quickly 
open up opportunities to make teams 
more productive and change the skills that 
business leaders need to make effective 
decisions. As the scope and capabilities of 
AI expand to encompass most traditional 
analytical and other decision-making 
techniques, the need for human beings to 
master and apply these skills will diminish. 
Instead, leaders will develop their skills 
of persuasion, innovation, emotional 
intelligence, and lateral thinking. For them, 
AI will be a key decision-making tool – but 
it will not supersede the need for them to 
make good decisions. 
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Since the birth of the 
internet, digital technology 
has completely altered 
the business environment. 
But the question of how 
business leaders should 
prepare for the next wave 
of disruption has as many 
possible answers as there 
are people to ask it.

While the majority  
of literature on the topic 
takes us on a journey 
through the many 
possibilities that technology 
opens up, Thomas W. 
Malone’s Superminds  
takes a different 
perspective, looking at 
how technology can 
multiply the capabilities and 
achievements of humans 
working together.

The definition of a 
‘supermind’ is ‘a powerful 
combination of many 
individual minds’.
Group collaboration is  
not a new concept, 
but the scale to which 
technology has enabled 
communication is perhaps 
something we take for 
granted.

The book opens with the 
example of mathematics 
professor, Tim Gowers, 
who posted a blog in 
2009 that made history. 

Gowers used the powers of 
internet connectivity to see 
if a large group of people 
could prove a theorem 
collectively. Around 1,500 
people from across the 
globe commented and 39 
people made significant 
contributions, making 
this the first example of 
a group of people across 
the internet furthering 
mathematical theory.

Malone, Director of  
the MIT Centre for 
Collective Intelligence, 
argues that “hyper-
connectivity will be the 
most important contribution 
from computers,” which 
is quite a statement 
considering the momentum 
of AI. But Malone makes  
a compelling case, by 
looking at the sheer  
scale of connection  
that can be achieved  
using computers. 

Although many may  
not agree with Malone’s 
central argument, it is 
refreshing to be steered 
away from the standard 
Hollywood persona of  
AI. The only mildly sci-fi 
part of the book was 
Malone’s exploration 
of the plausible risk of 
‘superintellegent AIs’ 
posing a threat to humanity 

in the future due to their 
learning capabilities. 

Malone has taken a 
seemingly simple and 
obvious concept about 
connectivity and added  
real weight to his 
argument, drawing on 
examples throughout 
history where collaboration 
has resulted in superior 
output and efficiencies. But 
the simplicity of computers 
enabling people to think 
collectively is quickly 
overtaken by a more 
complex idea of what is 
considered a ‘supermind’. 

Malone certainly offers 
a different perspective 
from which to look at the 
world and the vast range 
of ‘superminds’ within 
it.  For example, I would 
be unlikely to walk down 
the street and categorise 
people walking around me 
as a ‘supermind’.  However, 
Malone points out that 
that is exactly what it is 
— people interacting with 
each other in an organised 
fashion to avoid collision.

The fact that collaboration 
can achieve more than 
individuals alone is not 
news to anybody — hence 
why we have democracies, 
Boards of Directors and 

panels of judges — but it is 
interesting to consider how 
‘hyper-connectivity’ could 
contribute to breakthroughs 
in global issues such as 
climate change, as well as 
to business challenges. 

Superminds provides a 
realistic perspective on 
how businesses will use 
hyper-connectivity to 
accelerate productivity, 
problem solving and 
make extraordinary 
breakthroughs. Malone’s 
beautifully researched 
deep-dive into collective 
human intelligence results 
in an enjoyable and 
thought-provoking read. 

Superminds: The surprising 
power of people and computers 
thinking together

Thomas W.Malone | Oneworld | £14.99
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The definition of a 
supermind is ‘a powerful 
combination of many 
individual minds’.
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We all know that to become too 
absorbed in our own self-importance, 
or to be too focused on one single 
aspect of our lives can lead to poor 
decision-making. But it is much more 
useful to understand that this is not 
driven by personal weakness, but by 
the mechanics of brain chemistry. 

“”

Self-reflection can be 
challenging. And it’s  
not always edifying.  
But the value of Aristotle’s 
dictum ‘know thyself’  
is timeless. Indeed, in 
a world where wealth, 
celebrity and success  
can be amplified and 
broadcast within seconds, 
to ‘know thyself’ has 
arguably never been  
more relevant. 

That’s one of the key 
points made by Professor 
Kelly Lambert, whose 
book Well-Grounded: The 
Neurobiology of Rational 
Decisions offers an 
informative and engaging 
insight into the physiology 
that underpins the truth of 
Aristotle’s prescription. 

As a global expert on 
behavioural neuroscience, 
Professor Lambert’s 
perspective on the issue 
is rather different from 
the majority of business 
writers. And while some 
of the more specific 
scientific detail may not 
be compelling for those 
seeking an easy-reading 
self-help manual, that 
scientific basis lends a 
great deal more credibility 
to Professor Lambert’s 
arguments than any more 
conventional text. 

It’s one thing to know that 
we should train ourselves 
to follow productive and 
healthy habits, or that we 
should be aware of how 
circumstances may distort 
our perception of ourselves 
and of the world. It’s quite 
another to know exactly 
why these things have 
the positive effects they 
do – or why ignoring them 
can be toxic.   

Professor Lambert’s 
outline of the history of 
psychological study is 
informative, if perhaps too 
detailed for many readers. 
Much more engaging are 
her anecdotes of well-known 
figures who have either 
fallen victim to a lack of self-
reflection or, more usefully, 
have practised self-reflection 
to aid their success. Jay 
Leno and his car collection, 
Warren Buffett and his 
house, and the first woman 
to train a Kentucky Derby 
winner all feature. 

While not all of these 
are obviously relevant to 
business leaders, Professor 
Lambert’s overriding 
argument is hugely 
pertinent. We all know that 
to become too absorbed in 
our own self-importance, or 
to be too focused on one 
single aspect of our lives 

can lead to poor decision-
making. But it is much 
more useful to understand 
that this is not driven by 
personal weakness, 
but by the mechanics 
of brain chemistry. 

Most of us understand that 
our metabolism works in 
such a way that we need 
to eat well and exercise 
in order to stay healthy. 
Equally, the reader of 
Professor Lambert’s book 
will understand that our 
brain chemistry is such that 
a variety of interests will 
insulate us from a tendency 
to seek instant gratification, 
or to inflate our sense of 
self-importance. 

Further, Professor 
Lambert explains 
articulately how this 
kind of self-discipline 
chemically equips our brain 
to be more accurate in 
assessing the likelihood of 
success in a given action. 
Understanding these 
biological connections is a 
great deal more motivating 
than simply viewing self-
discipline as a matter of 
moral or personal worth.

There are more surprising 
assertions in the book as 
well. For example, the 
benefits of spending time in 

green spaces may be less 
well-known, but Professor 
Lambert presents the 
research on this in an 
engaging fashion – and 
in the wider context of 
the book’s argument, 
her case is compelling. 

For those who find self-
reflection of any kind 
challenging, insight on 
the actual mechanics and 
chemistry of the brain may 
be too close for comfort. 
This is particularly true 
when Professor Lambert 
describes the behaviour 
of the rats on which she 
conducts a great deal of 
her research. No one wants 
to have their carefully 
thought-out decisions 
compared to the behaviour 
of furry rodents. But the 
rats are instructive, in that 
they illustrate how much 
of the wiring of our brains 
persists even from an 
earlier evolutionary stage.  

And this is perhaps the 
key lesson from Professor 
Lambert’s text. While 
she may not offer any 
prescriptions on how to 
make effective decisions, 
she does offer some 
very well-argued insight on 
how we can prepare our 
brains for higher-quality 
decision-making. 

Well-Grounded: The Neurobiology 
of Rational Decisions

Kelly Lambert | Yale University Press | £19.99
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If you’re looking for 
a quick and easy primer 
in making better decisions 
– whether in business or 
in life – then this is not 
the book for you. It offers 
so much more than just a 
checklist of steps to follow 
to achieve success, which 
is an approach taken in 
many a self-help tome or 
business book.

Johnson’s approach is 
much more longwinded, 
colourful, and maybe 
more challenging to 
assimilate. But ultimately 
it’s more revealing and 
rewarding, at least when 
it comes to the sort of 
multifaceted decisions 
that have far-reaching 
consequences (which are 
never as straightforward 
as the simple conundrums 
so beloved by scientific 
studies). He’s unapologetic 
about the many thoroughly 
researched and detailed 
examples of decision-
making that run through 
the book, which do indeed 
slow the reader down, but 
which are also necessary 
to illustrate the nuance 
and complexity of the 
matters in hand. 

Referring to the value 
of literary fiction, from 
the realist canon and 
to a lesser extent other 

genres, Johnson says: 
“We are not just 
entertaining ourselves; 
we are also rehearsing 
for our own real-world 
experiences… [stories] 
help us perceive a larger 
slice of the spectrum and 
prepare us for uncertain 
outcomes… they don’t give 
us simple prescriptions. 
But they do give us 
something almost as 
valuable: practice.”

This excerpt from 
the introduction to 
the book foreshadows 
the significant emphasis 
on storytelling as a 
means to enhance our 
brains’ natural process 
of evaluation – the 
daydreaming, mulling-over 
process which we might 
unwittingly be referring to 
when we choose to take a 
difficult decision tomorrow, 
saying “I’ll sleep on it.” 
But don’t be misled; the 
references to classic works 
of fiction do not detract 
from the science-based 
argument for decision-
making process best 
practice (however, if you 
haven’t read Middlemarch 
you might want to do so, in 
order to get the most out of 
the later part of the book).

It might also help to have a 
bit of a grasp of American 

history – from Washington’s 
American Revolution 
face-off with the British 
in 1776 to the 2011 
covert operation to 
eliminate Osama bin 
Laden – so that you’re less 
concerned with assimilating 
the details of the stories 
being told, and can pay 
more attention to the point 
that Johnson is making: 
what those tales can 
reveal about making better 
complex decisions.

While some might 
view this rich, beautifully 
crafted narrative detail 
as unnecessary padding 
around a set of simple 
pieces of advice, I would 
suggest that they are 
missing the point of this 
book somewhat. When 
it comes to business-, 
life- or world-changing 
decisions, there can be 
no quick fix or easy 
answer. One size does 
not fit all, so the solution 
cannot be distilled 
down into an easily-
replicated checklist.

Instead, the solution 
is – in essence – a 
selection of tactics for 
mapping out the situation, 
predicting what all the 
potential outcomes 
might be, and deliberating 
the relative merits 

of the different options. 
Described in such terms 
it sounds like a simple 
process, but of course 
in practice it’s anything 
but when the issue in 
question is something 
with a significant and 
far-reaching impact. And 
that’s why the fictional and 
historical narratives within 
the text are so revealing – 
this book doesn’t as much 
tell us how to make better 
farsighted decisions, 
it shows us.

Part an observation 
of useful decision-making 
methodologies, part 
a celebration of the 
value of storytelling 
to the process, this 
book offers a subtle 
and scintillating take 
on how to make smart 
choices. It’s a pretty 
smart choice itself, in 
fact, if you’re looking 
to expand your awareness 
and boost your ability 
to make farsighted 
decisions. 

Farsighted: How We Make 
The Decisions That Matter The Most

Steven Johnson | John Murray | £20

Reviews

This book doesn’t so much 
tell us how to make better 
farsighted decisions, 
it shows us. “”



Run a pre-mortem. This allows people 
to become safely super negative, to 
anticipate and explore their basic fears – 
what will get in their way, and what are the 
consequences before an event? How could 
you mitigate those fears? This eventually 
brings a sense of control, and makes for 
rational rather than optimistic decisions.
David Carry, former Olympic swimmer and CEO at Track Record Coaching

Avoiding 
risk entirely 
is in itself a 
highly risky 
behaviour. 
Caspar Berry, risk specialist and former professional poker player

If managers themselves can 
move away from a cycle of 
‘problem, react, problem, 
react’, they can begin to 
think more creatively. 
Ivor Twydell, Leadership Coach, Alquemy

No-one knows if 
they will be successful 
when they set out to 
achieve something. 
But there’s only one 
way to find out.
Baroness Manningham-Buller, former Director General, MI5

You need to have a no-fear culture, that’s when 
people can have confidence in their decision-
making… when they’re not afraid to speak out.
Christian Horner, Team Principal, Aston Martin Red Bull Racing

Leaders who recognise 
how AI can augment 
human capabilities in 
decision-making are set 
to gain a considerable 
advantage over
those who do not.
Steve Corbett, Chief Information Officer, Cloudfm

Even as junior officers, 
we were always taught to 
question how decisions had 
been made during a mission, 
and why individuals had done 
what they had. And over my 
time in service, that resulted 
in huge improvements to the 
way we ran our organisation.
Mandy Hickson, former fast jet pilot, Royal Air Force

Last words

“”


